
 

 

an example of Unit planning 

Remark: this unit planning is primarily designed to help you have an idea about the design 
and the elements of a UNIT PLAN. It is not perfect and may not be as comprehensive as it 
should.   

title 
 

Unit 7 : Citizenship 

Standards 
addressed 

Communication: Ss will communicate about different aspects of citizenship 
Culture: 

-  Ss will learn English idioms 
- Ss will learn  about civic education (drawing on examples from other 

cultures)  
Connections:  

- Ss will learn about civic education  
- Ss will learn how to make a brochure 

Comparison: Ss will compare between Moroccan citizens and British Citizens 

Objectives By the end of this unit, Ss should be able to: 
-  talk about and discuss citizenship (good citizen) 
- Express regret 
- Use (wish/if only) appropriately and correctly 
- Report speech correctly and appropriately  
- Read for the main idea and explain ideas by examples 
- Listen for specific information  
- Expand vocabulary on citizenship 
- Write an argumentative essay 

Instructional 
Materials/ 
Tools 

Several materials will be used during this unit: 
- Textbooks for some tasks/exercises 
- Worksheets/handouts for grammar and writing tasks 
- Data projector to present pictures and short games 
- AVs 
- Voice projector to play audios and songs 

Target 
learners 

My classes include Pre-intermediate and intermediate students with a degree of 
variability.  

Unit  length 2 to 3 weeks (depending on the stream) 

Streams  2nd Baccalaureate level:  
- Physical science 
- Mathematical science 

Assessment Formative  T will use several formative assessment strategies along the unit to 
monitor Ss’ learning such as:  

- Homework after a grammar lesson 
- A unit review  
- Some Ss will present home-prepared topics about civic 

education  
- Project: (A brochure) 
- A quiz (the quiz’s results will be used formatively to plan 

further tasks for Ss with learning weaknesses 

Summative  
(date) 

Ss will have to take a quiz at the end of the unit (Ex: grammar/ 
grammar& vocabulary) 

 


